Brad Evans

205-549-2120 | brad@protecrecycling.com
135 Distribution Drive | Homewood, AL 35209

CORE COMPETENCIES
99Customized, full-service IT Recycling Services: Protec Recycling
manages all aspects of the IT disposition process for our clients
and develops customized programs to meet their specific
requirements. Superior customer service and data security are
our paramount objectives.
99Logistics: Protec Recycling’s professional staff is deployed to
customer locations for pick-up, packaging and loading.
99Data Security Services: Customers can select on-site, guaranteed
physical destruction (shredding) or off-site degaussing. Services
are compliant with HIPAA, GLBA, FACTA and DoD best practices. A
certificate of data destruction and serial report are provided and
are always accessible in our customer portal.

DIFFERENTIATORS
Protec Recycling provides each customer
with environmentally sustainable, cost
effective, and confidential disposal of their
electronic assets.
99Data Destruction services are performed
on-site, and the process can be witnessed
by a company representative.
99Protec Recycling embraces all industry
leading standards and best practices
for e-recycling. We adhere to a strict
“zero landfill” policy for all electronics
and electronic components. All material
is processed and refined with domestic
downstream vendors.
99Comprehensive and customized solutions
are provided for retired computer systems,
data centers, networking equipment,
telecommunications infrastructure systems
and mobile devices.
99As a local service provider, Protec is
flexible and fast, servicing multiple
locations and on short notice. The owner is
just a phone call away and can be on-site
as needed in short order.
99Protec has a proven track record working
with large commercial clients and
government agencies to meet or exceed
their responsibilities to protect sensitive
data and the environment.

99Audits and Reporting: Protec offers full audits of equipment
recycled. A comprehensive list, including serial number, make and
model, and any other data requested, can be provided for record
keeping and chain-of-custody reporting.

PAST PERFORMANCE
Protec Recycling has successfully designed and delivered I.T.
asset disposition and recycling service programs to a wide
variety of corporate and governmental organizations including:
99US Bankruptcy Court

99City of Birmingham

99Spire Energy

99UAB Hospital

99FDIC

99BBVA Compass Bank

99Two dozen school systems throughout the state
References and detailed program descriptions available upon request.

COMPANY DATA
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